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LONDON: Manchester City made a flying start to
their Premier League t it le defence as Raheem
Sterling’s hat-trick inspired a 5-0 demolition of West
Ham yesterday. Pep Guardiola’s side are bidding to
become just the second club in the Premier League
era to win three successive titles.

And after Liverpool laid down an early marker with
a 4-1 win against Norwich in the season’s opening
game on Friday, the champions responded with a
swaggering display of their own at the London
Stadium.

Brazil forward Gabriel Jesus opened the scoring to
repay Guardiola’s faith after the City manager picked
him instead of the club’s record goalscorer Sergio
Aguero. Then Sterling took over, replicating his
dynamic form of last season with a two classy finishes.

Substitute Aguero bagged City’s fourth with a
penalty after his first effort from the spot was saved,
only for VAR to cal l  for a retake after Lukasz
Fabianski came off his line too soon. Sterling wrapped

up his treble in the final moments as City showed they
have no intention of conceding any early ground to
European champions Liverpool, who finished just one
point behind them last term.

Guardiola had admitted before kick-off that City
might have to do even better than last season to fend
off Liverpool. This was the perfect start as City made
it nine successive opening-day wins. City had won all
four of their previous visits to the London Stadium by
an aggregate score of 17-1, netting at least four goals
in each match, and once again they ran riot at West
Ham’s expense.

Guardiola handed a first Premier League start to
club-record signing Rodri and the Spain midfielder
showed signs of nerves when he allowed Manuel
Lanzini to rob him in his own penalty area. But it was
a rare stumble from City’s impressive new boy and
the champions were soon into their stride.

Riyad Mahrez, surprisingly selected ahead of
Bernardo Silva, produced City’s first menacing

moment when the Algeria winger cut in from the right
flank for a long-range strike that Fabianski pushed
away.

When City’s opening goal came in the 25th minute,
it was the kind of incisive raid that has left so many
opponents helpless over the last two years.

Mahrez slipped a perfectly-weighted pass to Kyle
Walker and the right-back accelerated away from
Aaron Cresswell. Walker whipped over a cross that
deflected off West Ham defender Issa Diop into the
path of Jesus and he instinctively turned the ball past
Fabianski from close range.

Jesus should have doubled City’s lead but he shot
straight at Fabianski on the stroke of half-time. There
was no need for City to rue that miss as they struck
six minutes after the interval. Kevin De Bruyne was
the catalyst, the Belgian midfielder showing what City
missed during his long injury lay-offs last season as
he left several West Ham players trailing in his wake
before making a precise pass that set up Sterling’s

clinical finish.
City were denied a third goal when Jesus’s tap-in

from Sterling’s cross became the first goal to be dis-
al lowed by VAR in the Premier League for an
extremely marginal offside against the England
winger.

A brilliant double save from Ederson denied Javier
Hernandez and Manuel Lanzini before Sterling put
the result beyond doubt in the 75th minute. Mahrez
clipped a pass to Sterling and he turned to loft a deli-
cate chip over Fabianski, with City this time able to
celebrate after another VAR review for offside.

VAR is being used in the Premier League for the
first time this season and its constant interruptions
aided City in the 86th minute. Mahrez won a penalty
after being fouled by Diop, but Aguero’s initial shot
was saved by Fabianski before VAR called for a
retake that the Argentine stroked home. Sterling
sealed City’s five-star display in stoppage-time with a
composed finish from Mahrez’s pass. — AFP

LONDON: Manchester City’s Ukrainian midfielder Oleksandr Zinchenko (CR) tackles West Ham United’s Argentinian midfielder Manuel Lanzini (CL) during the English Premier League football match between West Ham United and
Manchester City at The London Stadium, in east London yesterday. -— AFP

Sterling fires City to West Ham rout
City denied as first Premier League goal ruled out by VAR

Barnes strikes
twice as Clarets
sink Saints
LONDON:  Ashley Barnes struck twice as
Burnley beat Southampton 3-0 in a meeting
of two of last season’s Premier League
strugglers at a wet and windswept Turf
Moor yesterday. New Southampton striker
Che Adams went close early, sliding in at
the back post to meet a dangerous cross
from Yan Valery but the 15 million pound
($18.05 million) signing from Birmingham
City couldn’t find the target.

Burnley, who left their own close season
signing Jay Rodriguez on the bench against
his former club, had the ball in the net through
Chris Wood in the 16th minute but provider
Barnes was flagged offside and a Video
Assistant Referee review backed the decision.

It was a scrappy affair in wild winds and
driving rain but the breakthrough came in
the 63rd minute when Saints defender
Jannik Vestergaard misjudged a hopeful
long ball forward from Erik Pieters and

Barnes latched on to it and fired home.
The pair combined again for the Clarets’

second, seven minutes later with Dutch
debutant Pieter’s cross from deep met
superbly on the volley by Barnes. Icelandic
winger Johann Berg Gudmundsson made it
3-0 in the 75th, winning a challenge with
Ryan Bertrand and bursting goal ward
before beating goalkeeper Angus Gunn
with a precise finish. 

Everton missed a string of chances to
start their Premier League campaign on a
winning note after they were held 0-0 at
Crystal Palace yesterday.

The visitors dominated possession and
were denied by some desperate Palace
defending, with goalkeeper Vicente Guaita
pulling off a series of good saves in the first
half. Everton missed their best opportunity
in the 14th minute, when Richarlison’s shot
was cleared off the line by the home side’s
towering striker Christian Benteke.

Palace sprung to life after the break and
came close twice inside a minute when
Everton keeper Jordan Pickford kept out a
Jordan Ayew sitter and then produced a
fine reflex save with his foot to deny Max
Meyer. Palace lacked bite up front after
manager Roy Hodgson left want-away for-
ward Wilfried Zaha, who was denied a move

to Everton during the summer transfer win-
dow, on the bench.

Zaha made little impact after coming on
as a second-half substitute and Richarlison
came close for the visitors again before
they had Morgan Schneiderlin sent off in
the 76th minute for a reckless tackle on
Luka Milivojevic. 

Talismanic Sheffield United striker Billy
Sharp came off the bench to give his side a
share of the spoils in their first Premier
League games since 2007 as they earned a
1-1 draw at Bournemouth yesterday.

With the visitors showing no sign of
nerves despite their lack of Premier League
experience, the game was played at a blis-
tering pace, with David McGoldrick fluffing
a chance to put Sheffield United ahead in
the opening minute.

After finishing 14th last season,
Bournemouth made their Premier League
experience tell with a well-worked free kick in
the second half, defender Chris Mepham fir-
ing home as the Blades defence failed to clear.

With eight minutes left to play coach
Chris Wilder summoned Sharp from the
bench and the striker, who was United’s top
scorer in the Championship last season with
23 goals, stabbed home the equaliser in the
88th minute. — Reuters

BURNLEY: Burnley’s English midfielder Ashley Westwood (CL) and Burnley’s English strik-
er Ashley Barnes (CR) go for an overhead effort but fail to connect during the English
Premier League football match between Burnley and Southampton at Turf Moor in
Burnley, yesterday. — AFP


